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(A tongue-in-cheek article 1)

H

By Geoffrey Hoppe

ow many questions do you ask in
a given day? This includes questions you ask others and questions
you ask yourself. “What will the weather
be like today?”, “What are we having for
lunch?”, “How long will it take for me to
become a realized Master?”, “How am I
going to pay the rent this month?”, and
“What should I do with my life?”

I estimate that roughly 33% percent of our daily activity is related to questions. I wonder if that’s an accurate number or perhaps something I’m making
up? Ooops. There I go, adding another question to the long list of questions
I’ve already asked today.
Questions are a necessity in everyday life. A question is a sentence worded
or expressed so as to elicit information. “What’s your name?”, “What time is
1) Tongue-in-cheek is an American figure of speech used to imply that a statement
or other production is humorously or otherwise not seriously intended, and it should
not be taken at face value. The phrase was originally meant to express contempt by
thrusting one’s tongue into their cheek and directing the gesture towards an offensive
person. By 1842, however, the phrase had acquired its contemporary meaning, indicating that a statement was not meant to be taken seriously.
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dinner tonight?”, “Who drank all of the wine?”, “Where
is the toilet?” These are all relevant questions, but perhaps we’ve gone overboard with all of our questions? I
wonder if that last sentence should have been a question
or a statement?? Do you see how questions can get you
all confused in the brain?
I contend that the proliferation of questions in modern society causes a high degree of mind pollution and
ultimately contributes to depression and anxiety. While
questions were originally designed as a simple communication tool in the Lemurian days for the sake of survival
(“Did anyone see a man-eating dinosaur roaming around
today?”), it seems that questions are now used in place of
good, clear thinking, and they have certainly suffocated
the use of our intuition.
There are external questions – the ones we ask of other
people. This is what questions were originally intended
to do. Ask a question, get an answer. “Will you pick
up some milk from the store?”, “How are you doing?”,
“What time does the meeting start?” But there are now
so many other types of questions to the point that the
basic question has lost its impact. Do you know what I
mean? Just too many questions.
Have you ever heard of a rhetorical question? A rhetorical question is a figure of speech in the form of a question that is asked to make a point rather than to elicit an
answer. Though a rhetorical question does not require a
direct answer, in many cases it may be intended to start a
discussion or at least draw an acknowledgement that the
listener understands the intended message. Your parents
may have asked you rhetorical questions such as, “Can’t
you do anything right?” or “You call this a good job of
cleaning your room?” and “Do you think you’re going
to go to college with those grades?” Their questions
were intended not to ask about your ability, but rather to
insinuate your lack of ability. Although sometimes amusing and even humorous, rhetorical questions are rarely
meant for pure, comedic effect. Are you finally getting
my point about the excessive use of questions?
The questions that concern me the most are the questions we ask ourselves. Self-questions and self-questioning. They are the step-children of Doubt; most of them
are needless and useless. “Is this article good enough?”
I might ask myself while banging away at the keyboard.
“Does it matter?” In other words, “Where does that selfquestion get me?” It’s not going to make me a better
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writer. It’s not going to get more people
to read my article. It’s just mind-fuzz,
right up there with belly-button lint. It
just doesn’t serve a purpose.
Tobias made reference to the Question
of Questions many years ago. He said
that every time you ask a question a
“probe” is sent out into the universe
until the answer is found. Sometimes
the answers come quickly (“We’ll have
dinner at 7:00 PM tonight”), while other
times the questions have been probing around the universe in search of an
answer for many lifetimes (“What is the
meaning of life?”). In Journey of the
Angels, Tobias talked about our original
sin – errr – our original question after we
went through the Wall of Fire: “Who am
I?” That single, simple question launched
us until an endless series of experiences
and lifetimes, all in search of the answer
to that question. (Note: The answer to
that question is “I Am That I Am”. You
can stop your searching now.)
Sure, a lot of questions get answered
along the way but can you imagine
how many questions are still out there
searching for answers? The search goes
into your dreams at night, with these
“probes” exploring the past and future
for meaning. In your waking state, the
unanswered questions are seeking resolution as you go about your day. They
are a type of Aspect, programmed to
search and search and search until they
find the answer. Can you imagine how
this affects your clarity, not to mention a
good night’s sleep?
Questions have become so ingrained
in our lives that we don’t realize that we
don’t need questions to realize the answers. Confused?
Let’s use this common Shaumbra question for an example: “What do I need to do to become an embodied
Master?” As this inner question is asked, a probe goes
out in search of an answer. It searches in your memory
banks, and, failing to find the answer, it goes out to the
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universe. Of course, the universe doesn’t have the
answer so it goes out into the cosmos. The cosmos
is really big, so it’s still out there searching. You,
the creator of the question, have an unsettled feeling because the question is still bouncing around
the cosmos. It’s a feeling of being “incomplete.”
Combine that with millions and millions of other
unanswered questions and pretty soon you’re in
overwhelm. Do you realize this can lead to exhaustion, anxiety and depression?
What to do?? Simple. Don’t ask the #$@%&
question! Instead of asking what you need to do to
become an embodied Master, simply BE the Master.
No question is needed because the answer is already
within. The moment you asked the question a probe
went outward to find the answer. But indeed, there
was no need for a question because you are already a
Master… you’ve always been a Master. Nobody else
has the answer, not even the universe. It’s the Act of
Consciousness that Adamus talks about: Act like a
Master instead of asking what it’s like to be a Master.
Don’t ask the question; simply allow yourself to realize. It’s a little tricky at first because we’ve become
so accustomed to asking questions. Your mind will
nearly insist on framing a question but take a deep
breath and just “become” the Master. Your mind will
question the legitimacy of “realizing” rather than
“questioning” because, well, the mind likes questioning everything. Did you know that questions are the
passion of the brain?
Not all questions are bad. I just asked Linda want
she wants for her birthday (March 1). She smiled
sweetly and replied, “Just you.” But I already knew
the answer before I asked the question (I’ve already
decided what to get her), so I guess it really wasn’t a
question. I contend that we can drastically reduce the
number of questions we ask each day, especially the
inner questions like “Where is my enlightenment?”
When the question is not asked, and the realization is
allowed, we suddenly become the Master. The searching ceases. Then Master comes forth out of the shadows
of the I Am.
So what I am going to get Linda for her birthday,
you ask? Hopefully, you’ll have the answer soon via a
Facebook photo and you can bring that question-probe
back home.
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FEATURED EVENTS
THE CHANNELING (AND SENSING) WORKSHOP
Lou is ville , C O , US A • Ju ly 7– 9, 2017
Can you learn to channel in just three days? Absolutely! We’ll show you how
to “sense” energies and translate the universal language into something your
mind will understand and other people can hear coming
through your voice. In three days, you’ll get all of the
MORE INFO
basics and more.

THE SIMPLE MASTER: ALLOWING & AND
Louisville, CO, USA • July 28–30, 2017
In The Simple Master, Adamus Saint–Germain helps clear the clutter and
bring you back to the basics: Allowing & And. Adamus says these are the keys
to embodied enlightenment. Allowing means to get out
of the mind to allow the Free Self to be present in your
MORE INFO
everyday life.

THE MAGIC OF MERLIN
Sibiu, Romania • September 3–4, 2017
Adamus returns once again to Romania for the 3rd annual Magic of Merlin event.
We’re not sure what Adamus is going to talk about in this two-day event, but if
the last two years are any indication it will be provocative,
humorous, insightful, fun, magical, and certainly leadingMORE INFO
edge. Register early…. This event always sells out quickly.

THE SIMPLE MASTER: ALLOWING & AND
Monteriggioni, Italy (Tuscany) • September 20–24, 2017
In The Simple Master, Adamus Saint–Germain helps clear the clutter and
bring you back to the basics: Allowing & And. Adamus says these are the keys
to embodied enlightenment. Allowing means to get out
of the mind to allow the Free Self to be present in your
MORE INFO
everyday life.
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EVENTS CALENDAR
PLEASE VISIT CRIMSON CIRCLE STORE FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THESE EVENTS.
N OTE :
		

N o t a ll ev ent s m a y y e t be ope n for re gis tration ;
C r imso n Circ le Angels re ce ive advan ce n otice

MAY

2017

04

Teacher Council Meeting		

Online

06

Monthly Webcast & Shoud

CCCC & Online

13

Keahak VI			Online

14 16 The Simple Master		

Norway

21 25 The Threshold			

Denmark

27

Keahak VI			Online
JUNE

03

Monthly Webcast & Shoud

Germany & Online

04

A Day with Adamus		

Germany

10

Keahak VI			Online

24

Keahak VI Finale			Online

29

Teacher Council Meeting		

Online

MARCH
02

Teacher Council Meeting		

Online

04

Monthly Webcast & Shoud

CCCC & Online

11

Keahak VI			Online

25

Keahak VI			Online

JULY
01

Monthly Webcast & Shoud

CCCC & Online

07 09 The Channeling Workshop

Louisville

15

Online

Keahak VII Launch		

28 30 The Simple Master		
29

Louisville

Keahak VII			Online

APRIL
01

Monthly Webcast & Shoud

AUGUST

CCCC & Online
Online

05

Monthly Webcast & Shoud

15

Keahak VI			Online

12

Keahak VII			Online

29

Keahak VI			Online

26

Keahak VII			Online

07 09 Sexual Energies School		
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KEAHAK VII
KEAHAK:
SPIRIT IN EXPERIENCE;
ENERGY IN MOTION

• ALL NEW! OPEN TO ALL SHAUMBRA, AS WELL AS KEAHAK GRADUATES
• KEAHAK VII: A ONE-YEAR ADVANCED PROGRAM WITH ADAMUS AND ST. GERMAIN
• BEGINS JULY 2017. APPLICATIONS NOW BEING ACCEPTED

KEAHAK IS A ONE-YEAR PROGRAM, DESIGNED BY
ADAMUS SAINT-GERMAIN, FOR THE REALIZATION OF YOUR
“I AM” CONSCIOUSNESS INTO YOUR DAILY LIFE.
10
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NOTE: Adamus explains Keahak in detail in the [NEXT] Series
Shoud 8 and Shoud 9.
The Keahak program is for those who want a deeper and more frequent
connection with the wisdom of Adamus and the Crimson Council. The messages are personal, provocative, very insightful and, at times, very intense.
They go beyond the discussions and experiences in the monthly Shoud messages, taking Keahakers to a new level of light and energy in their lives.
As Adamus makes his presence known in the House of Keahak, many
Keahakers say they can feel him beside them in their homes. Adamus works
personally with all Keahakers on various aspects of their lives and the realization of their embodied enlightenment.
The Keahak program expands year after year. In other words, it’s never
the same. Many Keahakers take part in the program every year because it’s
always up-to-date information that continually offers the potential for deep
life changes.

THE KEAHAK YEAR
During two online sessions per month, and occasional bonus sessions,
Adamus works personally with all Keahakers on various aspects of their lives
and the realization of their embodied enlightenment. The sessions feature an
opening discussion with the Keahak Advisors (Geoffrey & Linda Hoppe, Alain
Bolea and Dr. Douglas Davies), and then a full 45 – 70 minute channeled
session with either Adamus or St. Germain. These sessions are recorded and
accessible at any time.
In addition to the bi-monthly sessions, Dr. Douglas Davies (aka Dr. Doug)
and Linda Hoppe host a monthly online program called Living in Keahak to
discuss and review the recent Keahak channels. Dr. Doug has an extraordinary
intuitive ability, that, when combined with his vibrant sense of humor, provides
a deep and practical level of understanding of the Keahak sessions. Living in
Keahak will also be recorded, so you can listen at any time.

» INDEX
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This intense one-year program with Adamus and St. Germain
includes:
• Minimum of two channeled sessions per month
• Access to the House of Keahak VII exclusive website for
connecting with other Keahakers, gathering for the sessions, and listening to recordings
• The monthly “Living in Keahak” show with Dr. Doug and
Linda Hoppe
• Connecting with an amazing group of fellow travelers on
the path to embodied enlightenment
• A webcast party at the end of the Keahak VII year
(June 2018)

Language: English (Spanish available for channels)
Cost
First time Keahak - $1,500
Keahak graduate - $1,000
Payment plan available

Schedule:
• Applications are now being accepted
• Once your application has been accepted you will
receive a link to make your selection of payments
• There will be an orientation session with the Keahak staff
(and maybe Adamus) on July 2, 2017
• The first official Keahak VII session with Adamus will be
broadcast on July 15, 2017
• Recordings of all Keahak VII sessions are available to
Keahak participants in the House of Keahak at any time.
Attendance during the live broadcast is not required.
• There are no written transcripts of the channels. It is
therefore necessary that you have a good understanding
of spoken English.
No payment is required until you have been accepted
into the program.

12
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QUOTES FROM PREVIOUS KEAHAK PARTICIPANTS:
“In many ways Keahak is a lifeline in this crazy world of matter. Many nights
I listen to Adamus just as I’m drifting off to sleep, making a connection to
myself that I may not have had during the day. The reminder of the AND has
been so important to me still being here, being my saving grace as it were.”
~ Aleisha Klein
“This period has been so full of realization and integration and to tell the
truth, I don’t know how I could have handled it so smoothly without dear
Adamus. It has not been easy, but there are no words to describe how important and beautiful it is for me to come to this point. There is one thing that
all my life I have been aware of and that is Love and to be going into it now
the way we are is a life time dream beyond all dreams. There is nothing I
have wanted more. Of course I would recommend Keahak with all my heart
because it gives one a safe place to go very deep within ones own self and
if you need to express something there are many who are feeling something
similar. One is no longer alone. There is Shaumbra. I seldom write in the
Keahak space but I am so glad that someone is always there listening openly.”
~ Elaina Nielsen
“I give my highest recommendation for Keahak. The material is SO leading
edge, so expansive, so pertinent, and SO lovely. I credit it with my own fairly rapid
expansion and being able to comfortably stay embodied while enlightened. Just
do it already - you know all this in your own mastery.” ~ Alice van Royen
“Those last 2 years I can finally and definitely state that Keahak is like going
to “University of Mastery”. I could observe myself going from increased perception and awareness to real Expansion and increasing Allowing, from pure
delight to an overwhelming sense of inner change. I also became very aware
of my inner resistances and excuses to complete the all process. There are no
words to express my deep gratitude to Adamus for the brilliant way he drives
me along his priceless Keahak channelings, as clear as crystal and utterly challenging all the time.” ~ PS
“I have taken Keahak four times and would highly recommend it to anyone
who is serious about their realization. Keahak is not just a series of channels
throughout the year. Keahak is a place, a beautiful space, a reality, a dimension. Allowing, AND, safe space....these are built into the very structure and
energies of Keahak, making it much easier to bring them into my human life.
Thru my experiences with Keahak, Master and Human are beginning to play
together, create together, right here on Earth. It is what I have been dreaming
of my entire life. It is my joy.” ~ Marilyn Dykstra McLean

MORE INFO OR APPLY

» INDEX
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OUT OF

C O N T R OL

The following story is inspired by real events.

T

he Shaumbra master sat on the park bench, pulled his coat tight
against the chill winter breeze and drizzling rain, and breathed
in the beauty of nature. The river was rushing by at full torrent,
much like the river of energy he so often felt raging through his own
body. A gaggle of geese came toward him, honking loudly in their raspy,
obnoxious and hopeful voices. “You sound like some of my aspects,” he
said with a laugh, and when he didn’t offer a handout they wandered
noisily off.
“Speaking of which,” came a dark and disturbed inner voice, “when
are you ever going to get your life under control?”

By John McCurdy
Crimson Circle Teacher

“Hello Doubt,” the master thought with a smile. “You forget, I gave up
controlling my life almost a year ago.”
“But Master, what kind of life is this?” the aspect called Doubt demanded. “I

14
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mean, here you are in this cold, dark and rainy place. You’ve been sick, your body
feels like it’s falling apart, and you’ve barely had enough money to get by. You’ve
no passion and you’re bored beyond belief. Your body and mind are obsessed with
sex, because you haven’t had any in way too long. The conscious ladies don’t seem
to be interested in it anymore, you’re not interested in anyone else, and even your
own Isis has gone off to find herself. You’re sitting around way too much and eating
too much junk, and then you wonder why you feel like shit. And you think you’re
enlightened! You think you’ve had your realization! Ha ha ha ha! What a joke! What
an out-of-control schmuck you’ve become!”
The master took a deep breath and smiled. “These aspects are as shortsighted
as those geese,” he thought, watching the whole flock go screaming and flapping
across the beach toward a passerby who was tossing out bits of bread, right in front
of the sign that said how bad bread is for the birds.
Yes, it was all true. Something had shifted almost a year ago. It was so subtle
he’d hardly noticed and didn’t remember the date, but it had changed everything.
In looking back all he could say is that somewhere deep inside he had let go. He’d
stopped trying to find enlightenment or anything else, and started just enjoying
whatever there was to enjoy in the moment. He wasn’t even aware of having made
the decision, for it hadn’t come from his mind. It was more like a simple knowing
that it just didn’t matter anymore, and in that release everything had changed.
Life began to flow like it never had before. It took twists and turns that, at any
other time in his life would have driven him crazy with frustration and worry, but
now he just smiled as he watched the incredible ways that everything worked out
when he didn’t try to control it. All his problems vanished, not because the circumstances that had seemed like such huge problems were gone, but because when he
stopped trying to fix and manage them, they all started taking care of themselves.
The money he needed was just there when he needed it, usually arriving in ways
that seemed completely normal and natural, but that he couldn’t possibly have
predicted.
Even the weather started cooperating with him. Right now he was able to sit on
the park bench and observe the beauty of the river, the ducks and geese and even
the people passing by, because the heavy rain that was forecast for the whole day
was only a light drizzle at the moment. It wasn’t that he had willed the rain to stop;
it was simply that he had decided to go for a walk despite the rain, and the weather
had cooperated. And that seemed to be how everything in the master’s life was
working these days.

WHY WAS HIS BODY
STILL STRUGGLING
WITH DISEASE, AND
WHY DID HE STILL
FEEL SO STUCK IN
HIS MIND?

At first the master didn’t know what it all meant. To the average onlooker his
life appeared just about the same as ever, but his perspective had changed and
the worry was gone, and life was responding to him in a whole new way. “Is this
realization?” He found himself asking one day in amazement, and instantly Doubt
was there with all the reasons why it couldn’t be. Where was the lightning and fireworks? Where were all the other dimensions and senses? Why wasn’t he aware of
conversing directly with Adamus and all the other ascended masters? Why couldn’t
he reach into his pocket and pull out thousands of dollars? Why was his body still
struggling with disease, and why did he still feel so stuck in his mind? And on and
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on Doubt went. But Adamus said that none of those things had anything to do
with realization, and everything he said about others who had had their realization
fit the master’s experience perfectly. At last he had to admit to himself that, “Yes,
it seems that I am enlightened. And apparently, all that means is that somewhere
deep inside, I finally let go.”
Then the master’s life changed yet again. The amazing grace and flow and inner
calm stayed with him, but it felt as though everything was getting darker. He thought
perhaps it was the winter coming on, or the surprising turn of events in American
politics. But he suspected it was more than that, and soon he began to understand
why most of the ascended masters left as soon as they had their realization.
You see, once you let go at such a deep level, once the choice has been made
to keep the mind out of the way, then the body and the soul can finally get down
to the real work of transformation. And that is a difficult and often painful process
that must not be done too fast, or the body would blow out and make just another
dead ascended master. So the master found his life and body going further and
further out of control, and he allowed it to happen. There were times when he felt
like he was dying and Doubt told him he was being incredibly irresponsible, but he
just kept coming back to “I Exist” and allowing it to happen.

THERE IS ONLY ONE

Even now, as the master sat on the park bench watching the geese and ducks
preening themselves and chattering noisily, he knew it wasn’t over yet. The energies of transformation were still raging through his body like the swollen river, and
from the human perspective he didn’t know if he could survive this process. But
that thought always made his master self smile and say, “All is well, just keep allowing.” And so he did.

ZATION OF YOUR

The master’s mobile phone rang, and he sighed as he pulled it out of his pocket.
He knew who it was before he even looked at the screen, and what was to come.
He took a deep breath and accepted the call.
Tom was at his wit’s end. His job was more stressful than ever and seemed to be
sucking the life right out of him. His girlfriend was leaving, for no matter how hard
he worked on the relationship she was never satisfied. And now, at the master’s
urging, he’d been watching some of the Shouds on the Crimson Circle website.
For a time the master listened patiently as Tom went on and on about all the
latest drama in his life. “I know something has to change,” he said at last, “but
I can’t figure out what or how. I used to be good at following my guidance, but
now I get so many mixed messages I can’t figure out what is real. Oh, and what is
Adamus’ problem with vitamins and supplements? They’re the only thing holding
me together anymore! And why does this enlightenment thing have to be so hard?
Everybody says I’m already enlightened, but I don’t feel like it, and it seems the
closer I get to realization the more my life goes out of control. Why can’t I get this?
Adamus says it’s just about letting go, and I’ve already let go of so much! What am
I doing wrong?”
“Tom,” the master said, before he could launch into yet another story of misery
and drama, “there is only one thing standing between you and the full realization
of your enlightenment.”

16
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THING STANDING
BETWEEN YOU AND
THE FULL REALI-

ENLIGHTENMENT.

“What’s that?” Tom demanded. “Tell me! I’ll do anything!”
“That’s just the thing, Tom,” the master replied. “It’s not something you can do.
The only thing that stands between any person who has woken up, as you and so
many others have, and their full realization, is power.”
“I don’t understand,” Tom said. “I stopped seeking power a long time ago.”
“Did you? What about that job you keep doggedly doing, just because you can’t
see how else your financial needs could be met? That’s power. Or that relationship
that you work so hard to keep, just because it’s familiar and you want to be right?
That’s power. Or those vitamins and supplements you think are holding your body
together? They’re just more power, and every time you take one you’re telling your
body you don’t trust it. Have you ever worked for a micro-manager, Tom?”
“Yes, every day!” Tom exclaimed. “That’s one of the things that makes my job so
horrible, for every time I get something working right, my boss comes along and
messes it all up.”
“Then you understand how your body feels,” the master said.
After a long silence Tom asked, “So what do I do? How do I find my guidance again?”
“There is no guidance, Tom. Inner guidance is a mind game, a power game, that
we use to get more power and control over our lives. Life simply responds to the
act we are playing out, and it never tells us what that act should be.”
“So how can I get my life back under control?” Tom asked, with desperation in
his voice. The master smiled, for he knew how hard it can be to grasp such a simple
concept. And he also knew how sincere Tom was, so he gave it to him straight.
“You don’t. Tom, you speak of your life going out of control as though it were a
bad thing, and I tell you that you should be celebrating it! For in my own realization
the biggest thing I’ve learned is that enlightenment is about going completely and
utterly out of control. It is only when you have thrown away your last oar, only when
you have surrendered yourself fully and unconditionally to the river of life (which
happens to be your very own soul), only then can the river take you, and carry you
over the waterfall and into the grandest experience you cannot yet imagine.”

ENLIGHTENMENT
IS ABOUT GOING

“You ask a great deal of a man,” Tom said quietly, “but I know it is true.”
“No Tom, it is you who asks this of you. Are you ready to trust yourself that much?”
“I don’t have much choice,” Tom replied, “for I think I’m just about out of oars.”
“I know you are, and that is why I am celebrating for you, even if you cannot yet
find reason to celebrate for yourself. Godspeed, my friend!”

COMPLETELY
AND UTTERLY
OUT OF CONTROL

Returning the phone to his pocket, the master rose and headed home to his own
out-of-control life. He’d just closed the door when the downpour came, thundering
on the roof as he settled into his favorite (and only) easy chair. “Damn, life is good!”
he said with a smile as he stroked his cat, and reached for the remote to watch a
little television and take his mind off the strange sensations in his body.
John can be reached at john@johnmccurdy.com
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– ANCIENT MEMORIES & STORIES

I

nspiration is such a wonderful experience; suddenly out of nowhere
arises a creative thought, melody or poem and there is an inner excitement, a kind of feeling spirit at work. The story of URFAN came to me
in a truly special way and in one of my most beloved places.

By Gerhard Fankhauser
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My family in Austria owns a beautiful cabin in the mountains, a place of
solitude and pure nature that is very dear to me. I spent a lot of time up
there since my early childhood and my wife, Einat, and me spent seven
summers living in that cabin. The simplicity of the life – making fire, cooking
on the wood stove and benching in front of the old wooden house – brings
with it a relaxed rhythm of life and space for pure being and inspiration.
With the years I realized something truly special; whenever I came back to
the mountain cabin, especially after having been away for a while, I experienced a very open and different channel of inspiration, mostly through
receiving poems. In a way, this was quite astonishing. On the other hand it

«

also felt very natural, especially considering that my grandmother, who
had lived most of her life up there, had been a poet. Over the years I
received quite a number of poems in that place and some of them eventually became songs.
A few years ago, spending a couple of days alone in the cabin, one
evening I sat at the fire, content with the day and satisfied from a delicious meal cooked on the wood stove. While quietly gazing at the flames
and enjoying the peacefulness of the moment, I suddenly received some
very clear inner pictures. It was a stream of different scenes, characters,
landscapes… and the more I submerged into that stream the more it all
crystallized. It went on and on and I slowly realized that all those inner
pictures were related and part of a story. I grabbed a pen and paper and
tried to capture each scene with a few words or a little
drawing and did so for hours until I had a first schema
of what later became URFAN. The whole process felt
like downloading an ancient memory or scenes from a
THE
past lifetime.
Over the next few month I wrote the first script by
hand with the storyboard with the different characters,
scenes and descriptions, and the story became alive,
painted with my own memories and experiences, inner
pictures from my childhood, travels and life. After that
initial process the script rested for a few years and I
nearly forgot about it. I was focused on our musical
journey and it was only during the last one and a half
years that I got back into it and completed the creation
process, which truly made me happy.

WHOLE PROCESS

FELT LIKE DOWNLOADING
AN ANCIENT MEMORY
OR SCENES FROM
A PAST LIFETIME.

As Urfan, the main character of the book, is a musician and bard on
a journey to a secret Mystery School in the Middle Ages, it is of course
tempting to identify with him, and to an extent I do. Still, I don’t see the
book as an autobiography or description of a past life, but more as a living story about the timeless quest for enlightenment.

ABOUT THE BOOK:
“The story of Urfan concerns the timeless quest to discover the deepest
secrets of life: the source of true happiness and spiritual realisation. The
book is about the ‘journey’ back home to ourselves, about going beyond
cultural and religious conditionings and finding true inspiration, freedom
and ultimately enlightenment. All three companions have to leave their
old lives behind to find a deeper and authentic identification with themselves and open up for the unknown. Music obviously plays an important
role in the story as Urfan is a musician searching for the music of the soul.
Apart from the magic of music, the beauty of nature and the exquisity of
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art, philosophy and mysticism, the decisive factor on the
journey is Love. The experiences of true love, sexuality and
friendship are the most significant events
during their travels and a key to finally
open the gates to the Mystery School
and to meet the Master. The story came
to me like a memory of another lifetime
and writing the book was a fulfilling and
revealing experience”
~ GF

EXCERPT FROM URFAN:
Within the interior of the Temple
there was utter silence and a sacred
and devotional atmosphere prevailed.
In the dim light from just a few torches
they were gradually able to discern
the details of this room, the sanctum
sanctorum of the School. Its shape
was octagonal, with a balanced inner
symmetry, and in the center a rounded
rock rose was a jewel, and was clearly
the center of the Temple. On it stood
a chalice, seemingly rooted in the rock,
and above it hung a lamp suspended
from the middle of the cupola on a very
long chain. The geometric patterns and
shapes radiating concentrically outwards from the rock. The eight walls
featured tall, narrow windows which
let in the magical light of the early
dawn. The seats for the scholars were
attached to the walls, being an integral
part of the Temple’s exquisite wooden
paneling. The entire room resembled a
Gothic building with its upward reaching character and its colored mosaic
windows, and the high cupola was
reminiscent of the nave of a cathedral.
AVAILABLE ON AMAZON
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The three companions in robes sat down in their
allotted places and thus found themselves within the
most secret circle of this community to which they had
been called…

«
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CC TIPS
MONTHLY TIPS TO HELP YOU MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR CRIMSON CIRCLE ONLINE EXPERIENCE

DID YOU KNOW?
The Crimson Circle website and the Crimson Circle
Store are actually two separate websites.

To view translated captions, click on the little “gear” to
access Settings, then select your language.

The main Crimson Circle website is, of course, at
www.crimsoncircle.com.
You can also go directly to the CC store using this link:  
store.crimsoncircle.com You may want to bookmark the
store link for faster access when placing orders, accessing
your Cloud Classes and download links, etc.

YOUTUBE & TRANSLATIONS
All of the Crimson Circle Cloud Classes have videos
on YouTube where you can watch excerpts. If your primary language is not English, you may wish to access
the Closed Captions, whether in English or one of the
languages that has been translated.

To view the captions on a YouTube video, click the “CC”
icon in the lower left corner. This will turn on the English
captions (may vary depending on your browser settings).

NOTE: For every caption language available, the Class
will also have an e-reader in the same language.

Check out the many other videos as well on the
Crimson Circle YouTube channel.

» INDEX
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CURRENT CLOUD CLASSES

When you subscribe to any Cloud Class you have full access to the streaming audio, video and text files for 90 days.

CLOUD CLASS INFORMATION
Most Cloud Classes will remain available indefinitely. You have 90 days streaming access from the date of
purchase (or from the date of broadcast, if applicable).
We also provide online English transcripts and text translations when available. We hope you enjoy these
essential offerings from Adamus Saint-Germain!

CURRENTLY AVAILABLE CLOUD CLASSES

• The Master’s Life, Part 2: I Am Here
• The Master’s Life, Part 3: Embodiment

• Addiction Unplugged

• The Master’s Voice

• Ancestral Freedom

• New Earth Update

• Consciousness Revolution

• ProGnost 2016

• Consciousness Theater

• ProGnost 2016 UPDATE

• DreamWalker™ Birth

• ProGnost 2017

• Four Masters in Munich

• Quantum Allowing

• Freedom… Now What?

• Timeless – A Journey Beyond

• The Master’s Life, Part 1: Transfiguration

• Wound of Adam – NEW!

THE WOUND OF ADAM – NEW CLOUD CLASS!
“A love story of sorts, and a tragedy of sorts.” In this grand
and deeply transformational presentation, Adamus SaintGermain recounts the creation of the masculine and feminine
energies and how this original duality continues to play out
in human relations and at the core of each individual. You’ll
never view the Goddess energy in the same way after experiencing The Wound of Adam, or the masculine energy for that
matter. You’ll see beyond the victim and abuser energies of
the sexes, into what is the greatest love story ever told.
With exquisite compassion and understanding, Adamus
depicts the struggles and triumphs of Isis and Adam – the
discovery of love, the desire to protect, the opening to love
of self. You’ll understand why men are so interested in sex,
why women are better at multitasking, how love was first
experienced – and by whom.

Broadcast: Now Playing
Cost: $95 ($125 after 04/30, 2017)
MORE INFO – ENGLISH
MÁS INFO – ESPAÑOL

The insights delivered in The Wound of Adam have the
potential to shift your entire understanding of the feminine
and masculine roles, and perhaps all of your future experiences with Love.

WATCH EXCERPTS
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CURRENT CLOUD CLASSES

When you subscribe to any Cloud Class you have full access to the streaming audio, video and text files for 90 days.

PROGNOST 2017
A whole new ProGnost experience! Adamus talks about
an amazing new area on New Earth called Theos, why
Old and New Earths are not coming together, and the
best clean energy solution – gravity. He also covers topics including Planet 9 (also known as Planet X or Nibiru),
how gravity works, and the potentials of bringing our
Theos experience to life here on Earth.

Broadcast: Now Playing
Cost: $100
MORE INFO – ENGLISH

Adamus also talks about true love, why it’s missing for
so many of us, and why Theos is the place to experience true, sensual, unlimited love. Then he leads an
incredible merabh to begin building your own personal
Dream-Bridge to – and from – Theos, followed by an
informative Q&A session.

MÁS INFO – ESPAÑOL
WATCH EXCERPTS

QUANTUM ALLOWING
Experience Adamus’ most in-depth exploration of
allowing as he invites you to release old ties, consider
questions like “what creates reality?” and sink deep into
true allowing – quantum allowing. In this time of intense
change, it can seem like everything is dissolving into
chaos. But with the deep understanding of allowing,
you’ll realize that all is truly well.

Broadcast: Now Playing
Cost: $295
MORE INFO – ENGLISH

The Quantum Allowing sessions are accompanied and
enhanced by the resonant musical genius of Yoham,
featuring Gerhard Fankhauser, Einat Gilboa and Amir
Yakobi. While their music is always an asset to Adamus’
presentations, in Quantum Allowing the members of
Yoham are particularly tuned in to the energies as they
collaborate in these life-changing sessions.

WATCH EXCERPTS
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LOVE: LOST AND FOUND

I

feel that I came into this world with a very special and sacred concept of
love. However, from the moment I was born, throughout the years until
age 21, this soft and pure concept was corrupted in every way. It seems
that everything except double drum Caterpillar rollers came over me. There
was emotional abuse, childhood abandonment, sexual abuse, abuse within
the educational system and then in the Army.

By Amir Yakobi
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After landing in the Army jail for the second time, the understanding came
that I had to take my life into my own hands. My first step was to quit the
Army one year early, and then my journey could begin. I could finally begin
the search for the lost concept of love. The healing process included meeting
an amazing woman, having two daughters with her and, in a way, having a
second childhood for myself with them. My life included a house, fruit trees
in the garden and of course music, something that was always a very special
part of my life.

«

In the beginning I didn’t really understand what was happening to me when
I played. But it has always been magical. Music was and is one of the deepest passions in my life and slowly, over the years that followed, I began to
discover and experience what was happening to me in the moment when I
connected to the music. I was merging with the instrument, with the audience,
with the sounds, with life itself. The experience is so real, so here and now, so
heart expanding, that at last the lost concept was slowly and gently revealed.
It was unconditional love.
I couldn’t let go of this beautiful state of mind and finally the realization
came that I can experience this same ecstatic feeling of union when I play
with everything! I can feel ecstasy when I cook, when I shop, when I swim in
the sea, when I’m choosing clothes to wear, when I eat. And of course when
I connect with another person in a deep relationship.
Suddenly more people who shared these amazing feelings came into my life
and I realized something outrageous. With every person there is always something – an activity that he or she loves to do,
something that they connect to so deeply –
and when they do it they can also experience
this union, this amazing feeling of ecstasy, of
unconditional love, of bliss.
In my journeys in life I have connected
with hundreds of people and I have seen this
with my own eyes. When a carpenter really
connects to the wood, I see this smile and
ecstasy. I see it in the farmer when he touches
the ground after the rain, checking the soil,
determining the right time to plant. I see it in
people who are surfing in the wind and the
waves, divers that photograph and record
underwater videos; a video editor putting
together the many different scenes to tell
the story; people riding bicycles, walking in
nature. I have seen this joy and bliss in people
who connect to animals. Everyone has something they connect deeply to, and I can see
this bliss in them.
However, sometimes I observe a belief
system in people that limits them. They say
things like, “I don’t know what my deepest
passion is. I cannot find it,” or “I’m too shy
and embarrassed to do that.” I think every
human has within them something – it doesn’t
matter what, and it may still be hidden – that,
when they do it, a feeling of joy and passion
will immediately embrace them. I may not see
how it works, but I definitely know that by say-
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ing yes to life, by going out my door and opening my eyes to life, to creation
itself, it will be revealed. I don’t believe we are meant to live with less than

this feeling, less than this ecstatic love and joy. It’s an inborn ability. It is our
natural state.
I wish that we would all search and find what we really love and want to
do. It can change, maybe in a month or a year, into something else, but
that doesn’t matter. The ecstasy, the passion, the love here and now in this
moment is what matters. Simply because it is the honorable way to live life
on this planet.
AND… since I said Yes to life, something amazing has happened that
involves ancient forests, dwarfs, amazing human angels, trust and self-love.
It has affected the course of my life in unbelievable ways, and has now taken
shape as a convergence of music, consciousness and community known as
The Music Farm.

I WISH FOR EACH OF YOU TO NEVER STOP
DREAMING, AND MAY ALL YOUR DREAMS
COME TRUE.
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I want to thank Geoffrey and
Linda, for they have been a
family to me, supporting me in
so many ways on my journey.
Thank you also to Jean and
Joep for unconditional friendship, and of course to the beautiful Shaumbra that receive this
love directly to the heart in all
the concerts and events that I
participate in. Thank you.

The Wound of Adam
Highlights from the Cloud Class

LOVE!

PA SSION!

ART!

MUSIC!

Why is Life so Hard?
Highlights from Transhuman 6

CONSCIOUS COMMUNITY!
These, to me, are the true meaning of life, and now they are coming together in
fulfillment of a lifelong dream. The Music Farm is a safe space to gather together
and share music, art, stories, magic and more in a conscious community.
The Music Farm needs YOU to help manifest conscious music, conscious creation and conscious life full of divine sound, color, vision and more! I invite YOU
to become part of this dream come true!
Those who contribute at least $10 will receive Amir’s first (downloadable)
CD to be recorded in this magical place
• All contributors will receive notifications of dances, concerts and other
transformational musical events that take place at the Music Farm

The Sense of Love – Merabh
From Transhuman Shoud 6

Click below for more information, and become part of this amazing creation!

CHECK IT OUT!
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NEW VIDEOS

ProGnost 2017 – Bridge to Theos
Highlights from the Cloud Class

NEW CLOUD CLASS

When you subscribe to any Cloud Class you have full access to the streaming audio, video and text files for 90 days.

WOUND OF ADAM

!
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A TRAGEDY OF SORTS;
A LOVE STORY OF SORTS

The long-awaited Wound of Adam is now available as a Crimson Circle Cloud
Class. In this sweeping epic, Adamus Saint-Germain recounts the creation of
the masculine and feminine energies and how this original duality continues to
play out in human relations and at the core of each individual. You’ll never view
the Goddess energy in the same way after experiencing The Wound of Adam,
or the masculine energy for that matter. You’ll see beyond the victim and abuser
energies of the sexes, into what is the greatest love story ever told.
With exquisite compassion and understanding, Adamus depicts the strug-
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NEW CLOUD CLASS

When you subscribe to any Cloud Class you have full access to the streaming audio, video and text files for 90 days.

gles and triumphs of Isis and Adam – the discovery of
love, the desire to protect, the opening to love of self.
You’ll understand why men are so interested in sex, why
women are better at multitasking, and how love was first
experienced – and by whom.
The insights delivered in The Wound of Adam have the
potential to shift your entire understanding of the feminine and masculine roles, and perhaps all of your future
experiences with Love. It is unprecedented information,
for those who are ready.

SESSIONS
Introduction (4:05)
1 – In the Beginning (1:06:47)
2 – Love and Grief (56:23)
3 – Adam’s Wound (53:17)
4 – Missing Isis (1:00:56)
5 – Evolution of Adam Kadmon (36:06)

PRICE
Early-bird: $95 through April 30, 2017
($125 thereafter)

IMPORTANT NOTE: We highly recommend that
you listen to and experience the ProGnost 2017
presentation before viewing The Wound of Adam.

A few Shaumbra comments:
“Beautiful and timely message for this life of completion - lovely music to enhance the experience truly a highlight of my life. With appreciation to all
who have contributed to this creation.” – JH
“Thank you Geoff, Linda And Adamus SaintGermain. I So Appreciate the Depth, the Beauty,
and the Timing of this presentation by Crimson
Circle. The Wound of Adam is truly a Great
Work of Art. Thank you for this Huge Gift to
Consciousness.” – MG

“Diving so deep within. Understanding so much,
finally. My profound gratitude to Linda, Geoff,
Adamus, and those who work so hard and lovingly
to give this to all of us.” – DD
“No words are enough to describe the experience. Completely transformational!!” – MM
“Thank you so much! So touching and beautiful!!
So much moving, opening, happening - beyond
words. Thank you!!” – TT
“Refined. Exquisite. Internal. Alchemy. Wowww!!
All my cells pulsating... Beyond words! Thank
Youuuu for this deeper understanding of what’s
going on inside of many of Us and the changes
We’ll keep on witnessing.” – AB
“So much energy moving in my body! Thank
you!!!” – UP
“Grand! Life-changing! Epic! Its more than I can
express. Adamus, I thank you from the bottom of
my heart! Geoff and Linda thank you for this truly
profound work! I love you!” – SH
“The Wound of Adam was beyond anything I
have experienced. The last Merabh was so intense
and I could feel so much change taking place
deep within me. I do not know exactly what to do
with myself right now. “Thank you” is such a small
set of words to use to express the my feelings of
gratitude for this experience.” – AL
“Wow, thank you! What a gift! I cannot find words.
So deep feelings!” – KW

To share about your own experiences, we invite
you to join the Wound of Adam Facebook
group (for attendees only).
MORE INFO – ENGLISH
MÁS INFO – ESPAÑOL

TRANSLATIONS: Text now available in German,
Romanian and Russian, with more translations
coming soon!
» INDEX
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WHAT IS

LOVE?
I

would like to share my thoughts, feelings, observations and experiences
from this and other lifetimes concerning love. There is so much talk about
love. We can experience it on this planet already as babies, see it in the
eyes of our relatives, pets and other beings. We all want it, look for it and miss
it on a very deep level. Adamus says love was created here on Earth, so we
are experts in this field.
Love is my passion, a true passion of my Soul. It shines with its pure Light
in all directions, permeating worlds and dimensions. The possibility of experiencing and expressing love is a wonderful gift that makes our souls more lively
and colorful. Here on this planet we can exchange it with people, animals,
plants and stones, feeling it in so many ways at every step of our journey.
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I grew up in the middle of the nature with a beautiful forest, green meadows and a charming little lake nearby. I used to swim there every summer
and loved it so much! This love and admiration for nature remained deep
within me, even when I lived in a big city. It is so magical! Look to the sky and
watch the clouds, how beautiful and unique they are. Enjoy the sunshine on
your face, the presence of trees and flowers, the soil under your feet. They all
react to your feelings and respond with the same love and admiration. What
a beautiful exchange!
However, most people look for love in relationships with other humans,
especially if there is lack of self-love and self-acceptance within themselves. I
know this because I did the same thing. I had many relationships in my life. I
needed them to fill the emptiness I felt, but in fact they never could. I found
a simple truth: If you are not happy single, you won’t experience happiness in
a relationship. Maybe it will work for a while, but not for long.
In my childhood I used to live in an old palace surrounded by a beautiful
park. We had the flat on the first floor and were the only residents in this building. It was a charming place, especially in spring and summer, when leaves
were green and birds sang cheerfully. The whole landscape was magical,
but it changed with the coming of night. I and my sister were often alone at
home, because my parents were busy with their many activities.
On weekends they used to visit their friends and always returned
very late. My sister fell asleep very quickly, but I watched TV or
laid in bed with my eyes wide open. I was so scared! I felt spooks
and ghosts hanging around, feeding on my fear. It was so terrible. It was a very difficult time for me, but I see it today from
a different perspective. It was a preparation for my sovereignty,
learning to be alone and feel absolutely safe and complete. I
know this state today, and the foundation for achieving it was
my childhood. Now I thank my dear parents for everything they
gave to me.
By Anna Karpinska

What I learned is this: Don’t expect other beings to make you
happy. Do it for yourself, then you can enjoy their presence,
while remaining free. And freedom is what we are really looking
for. (An interesting thing is that in Polish DOM means HOME,
so it would be FREE-HOME.) It is not so easy to be free in this world, partly
because of the influence of the mass consciousness. Have you ever considered what is really yours in your life? It is a good practice to have, rather than
doing things only because most other people do them. In Poland, we have
the name day custom and I, being named Anna, should celebrate on July
26th. But I don’t do it any more. I remember the first year when I refused to
follow the crowd and felt people’s confusion and anxiety. I did not fit into their
puzzle any more. I also don’t send Christmas or birthday cards any more. Why
is one day more special than another? I know what is important for me and
they simply don’t.
I’ve always been a rebel. In kindergarten all children had to drink warm milk
daily and I hated it. One day I felt, it was too much for me.
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“Anna, drink the milk.”
“No.”
“Anna, drink the milk.”
“No!”
“Anna, please drink the milk.”
This time I answered with my hand and mug with the cow’s gift landing on
the floor. Until now I drink only black coffee. Did the teacher want to hurt me?
Not at all, she was just doing her job, with all its rules and restrictions.
True love knows no fear and is absolutely free. I accept and love you just as
you are. Be as you want to be, even though it may not be my cup of tea (or
coffee …)! You have the right to experience and enjoy everything you have
chosen for yourself, even if it may mean you are not part of my world. When
you are someone I can really feel, I will enjoy and appreciate your presence
and your sharing. However, if the time comes for you to go away, just do it
without looking back. I will respect your freedom, because I know how important it is.

TRUE LOVE KNOWS
NO FEAR AND
IS ABSOLUTELY FREE.

If we truly love someone, we want all the best for this person and believe
he/she makes the best choices for him/herself. Even if his/her decisions make
us sad, we should be aware that it happens for our good as well. If we can’t
see it in the moment, it will become apparent in the coming
months, years or even lifetimes. Relationships are our mirror,
showing us the way we treat ourselves. If you don’t respect
yourself, neither will others respect you. It is always difficult
when a relationship ends, especially a love relationship. But
then you have two possibilities – either play the role of a victim or see it from a different perspective. Ask yourself, “What
was this relationship for me? What did I learn about myself?”
Be brave and do it in full openness and honesty. It will be difficult, because you will touch many hurtful places (especially
if it was a karmic relationship). However, after a few months
you can rise like phoenix from the ashes, cleansed by fire, ready to move on
in gratitude.
Yes, it is possible to be grateful for everything. Feel deeply into this and let
go; you will experience an incredible amount of freedom. You will love it more
and more, this state of being free like a bird in the sky, always ready to leave
behind everything that doesn’t serve you any more. Without excuse, remorse
or hesitation, always following the inner call, the Light that you truly are.
Encounters and relationships with other beings are beautiful and meaningful when they are based on freedom. I can be with you, but I’m also fine
without your presence in my life. We can be in relationship without fear and
expectations, just in joy and fun. So let’s sing and dance together, if it truly
comes from your heart. Otherwise go your own way and be happy!
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This knowingness is deep within. I FEEL the path I’m on. Even in the darkest
moments of my life I have sensed it. I have always known what step I should
take, even when it seemed so irrational to others. I met different people, had
so many experiences and everything has always been perfect for me, even
with the ups and downs, for it led me to the place I am right now. Here I
must mention the influence of the amazing material of the Crimson Circle. I
remember the day when I opened the website a few years ago and it was a
big WOW! The wisdom of my Soul led me to this, as with everything else in
my life, for She/He, always in love and compassion, knows the best ways for
me. That is why it is so important to trust yourself, fully and completely. Then
you can be sure you will find what you’ve been looking for. Happiness, love
and freedom are right here for You.
As for love, when you are with me, whether for hours, months, years or
eons, please don’t expect me to behave, think, feel or speak a certain way.
You see, I’m not the person I was three years or even ten minutes ago. I’m
perfect just as I AM, always in love-ly freedom. And I will give the same to you.
Anna lives in Poland and works as sworn translator of German. She
likes walking in the woods or on the beach at the Baltic Sea, and adores British
humor, listening to good music, traveling, watching interesting films and tennis. Sometimes she plays guitar. Her motto in life is “I regret nothing.” Anna
can be contacted here.
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SES ONLINE

APRIL 07–09, 2017

ONLINE
HOSTED BY GEOFFREY & LINDA HOPPE
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Ever wonder why life just seems to drain
the life out of you sometimes? Or why certain people leave you feeling exhausted? Do
you feel that maybe it’s time to finally, once
and for all, get over that past trauma that
haunts you?
The Sexual Energies School with Tobias
and Adamus Saint-Germain will answer these
questions and so much more. The most
popular class ever offered by the Crimson
Circle, Sexual Energies School will absolutely
change your view and experience of life.
You’ll understand how energy works, how it
gets stolen and how you can find an unlimited source within you for creating your life.
It’s called “Sexual Energies School”
because it deals with the ancient imbalance
between the masculine and feminine energies. As these grew more and more separate
over time, the result was a “consciousness
virus” that’s now in every part of human life.
If you’ve ever been a victim of physical,
mental and psychic abuse, this school will
help you to understand the insidious nature
of your experiences and help you to go
beyond the trauma and stuck energies.
If you’re ready to get out of power games,
victim dynamics, mental fog, depression,
chronic imbalance and many other depleting
situations, Sexual Energies School is for you.

class, which is why we are making it available
online once again. This special Cloud Class
will be hosted live by Geoff and Linda, and
attendees will have access to the streaming
audio, video and text files for ten days after
the broadcast.
Give yourself the gift of balance, clarity and self-love by attending the Sexual
Energies School.
NOTE: All previous SES attendees may
register for a 50% discount. Simply
choose the appropriate option on the
order page. Certified active SES teachers
may attend at no charge.

COST:
$595
Includes 10-day access to streaming
video.
Verified SES graduates can attend online
for $297.50
Please click below for additional important information about this class.

Tobias Excerpts

IN-PERSON SES CLASSES
The CC staff always highly recommend that
SES be experienced with certified Crimson
Circle teachers. Classes are offered all over
the world in a multitude of languages, and
they provide a safe space for deep experiences, teacher and peer support, the opportunity to share and interact, and so much more.
In-person students also receive printed handouts of the transcripts and other materials.

Adamus Excerpts

SES ONLINE
We realize not everyone has the opportunity or ability to attend a teacher-presented

MORE INFO
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SHAUMBRA HEARTBEAT

Shaumbra
Magazine
editor,
Crimson
CircleTeacher
Teacher
By Jean
Tinder,
By Jean
Tinder,
Shaumbra
Magazine
editor,
Crimson
Circle

THE
GREATEST
OF THESE
L

et’s imagine for a moment… You’re living in some other time on Earth.
Since the day you were born, your life has been lived in a cave deep
underground. It is the only world you and your community have ever
known and your senses are quite accustomed to the place. Your hearing is
sharp, your sense of smell acute, taste and touch work very well. However,
because there is no natural light in this cave, your eyes tend to remain closed
and your sense of sight is almost dormant.
One of the most valuable commodities in this community are small candles,
for they provide a highly prized visual experience. Kept by a few chosen
people, the tiny candles are saved for very special occasions and used only
under specific conditions. The experience of sight is so rare that some people
never open their eyes and don’t even believe it exists. But there are those who
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the most trusted friends or maybe not at all. You don’t
want to be shamed for having this bit of light, nor do you
want it taken away or destroyed. You hoard this precious
possession, thinking the candle itself is what creates the
amazing and rare experience of sight.
Then one day something changes. It’s almost imperceptible, and you’re not even sure what’s happening,
but you slowly realize that you can SEE, even without
a candle being lit! Everything is still dark and you can’t
make out much, but there is illumination. You’re beginning to perceive things in a new way – the dim outlines
of your underground village, the vague moving shapes
of your friends – and it’s amazing! But most people still
have their eyes closed, not even realizing there’s a reason
to open them, and they just think you’re crazy. “What are
you talking about?” they scoff. “You can see our village?
What does that even mean? Just stick with what you can
hear and smell and taste and touch; anything else is just
your imagination.” But there are a few others whose eyes
have opened and they know what you’re talking about.

know it does and, once in a while, even manage to get
a bit of wax and wick of their own, sneaking off to savor
this exquisite sense of sight for a few precious moments.
Seeing! Oh, it brings in so much new information! It
allows you to experience friends, surroundings, even
yourself in a whole new way. All the familiar old senses
are still there, everything is the same as it was before, but
when you can see even just a glimpse, everything just
seems so different!
If you’re a lucky one who found a scrap of candle in this
underground world, you hide it away, sharing it only with

Then there are the candle keepers, the ones who
maintain and control the light, hoarding it for themselves
and sharing only now and then. They know if a grander
light illuminates the cave that their job, indeed their very
identity as candle keepers will become obsolete. Their
voices are some of the loudest in calling you delusional.
But, crazy or not, even if you close your eyes again, you
know what you’ve seen. You know there’s something
more, a whole new way of perceiving reality, and you
don’t need anyone else to help you see it. You can’t go
back. You cannot deny your sense of sight. In fact, it is
slowly but surely guiding you out of the cave and into
the sun. Finally, after a lifetime of living in the dark , you
emerge into the most amazing sighted experience! Your
eyes might hurt at first, but what a grand, magnificent
experience to finally SEE the world!
Now, let’s imagine back to here and now where all your
senses, including sight, are working fine. The blindness
of your ancestors has been forgotten and, in fact, sight
has become the greatest sense, for so much information
and experience comes to you that way. Now there is a
different sense that’s hoarded and controlled. People try
all sorts of ways to get it for themselves, they become
attached to the ones who help them activate it, and there
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are countless rules about using it. This sense is hard to describe to one who
hasn’t felt it yet, but when it is experienced, everything is different. All the old
familiar surroundings and companions are still there, but perceived in such a
different way that it’s almost like a new reality.
As I undestand it, every sense requires a specific condition for it to be “activated.” The sense of sight requires light, whether from a candle or the sun; the
sense of touch requires pressure, however slight; this new sense requires safety.
Occasionally you may meet someone whose safe space matches yours, the sense
awakens, and the whole world lights up. Sometimes people try to activate the
sense without a safe space, but it’s never the same. And sometimes they become
attached to those with whom they feel safe, thinking that these people are the
cause of what they feel. But in truth, this sense has never been about anyone else.
Rather, it’s a way to perceive reality and you can use it all on your own.
You might guess by now that I’m talking about the sense of Love. And,
just like sight exists with or without a candle, love can actually be felt with or
without another person. Other people can help us allow the sense to awaken,
but they don’t create it. Love has always been there; the presence of another
is not required.
Some Shaumbra (and maybe myself) were a little disappointed when
Adamus recently talked about love, because he didn’t say anything about
finally discovering our one true love. We love love, after all, and who doesn’t
want to have someone to experience it with? Can’t we finally find the one,
even if we have to go to Theos to do so? No, he talked about finding true love
on Theos, but he never mentioned meeting someone there.
I confess that at this age and stage in my life, part of me believes I’m done
with love, that there is no special someone just for me, that I must be content
alone. But then, after ProGnost, Wound of Adam and the February Shoud,
there was a eureka moment. “I get it! I get it!” I shouted, “And I feel it!”
Suddenly everything had fallen into place. You see, if love is a sense, that
means it doesn’t need a special person to exist, any more than I need a specific candle to see!
That realization might at first seem dull and disappointing, but I assure you
it is anything but. Rather than the thrilling little glimmer of candlelight love
that we’ve been sharing with only a few special people, we can choose to
walk out into the full sunlight of all-encompassing LOVE. We thought it was
all about someone else – lover, parent, child, friend – but they’ve only been
the candle, not the sight. Just like that cave-dwelling self could open her
eyes and see glimmers of a whole new reality, this self can open her hearteyes and sense a whole new reality of life! Love – abiding, earth-shattering,
heart-pounding true love – has been right here the whole time, we just kind
of forgot how it works.
The true sense of Love requires a safe space, but rare is the human with
whom we feel safe 100% of the time. When the safety is gone, whether for
a moment or a lifetime, the love seems gone as well, because we think it
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was dependent upon their presence. But in fact, they only helped us allow
our own sense of love to awaken. And now, instead of needing the safety of
another, we have Theos, a deeply safe space where the heart-eyes can finally
open wide. It might hurt a little at first, like bright sunlight burns after a lifetime in the dark, so we’re taking it slow, gently creeping toward the mouth
of our lovelorn cave, marveling at the growing illumination and knowing we’ll
never go back to the darkness.
Dear friends, I can see it. I can feel it. I thought my recent story has been
about love lost, but that’s like thinking I’ve gone blind when I close my eyes!
Could it be that the one on whom I’d pinned my love had to leave so I could
truly to come to my senses? Love isn’t tied to someone else; it is a way of
perceiving your world. And when you open it up, everything changes.
Over the years, I’ve encountered a lot of theories about love – that it’s a
principle, a quality, a fleeting emotion, nothing more than lust, the highest
ideal, platonic, erotic, etc., etc. Eventually, I came to think that love was something you built, shared and nurtured together with someone else and maybe,
on the good days, with yourself. I assumed that someone must be present
for love to exist, but now I understand it in a completely different way. I can
choose to keep my eyes open, knowing it’s my sight I value far more than what
I’m looking at. And I can choose to keep my heart open, knowing it’s my love
I treasure, far more than the ones who share my life.
What is this Love? How does it feel? Where does it live? I can only try to
share what I’ve experienced (though even that is hard to put into words). It’s
an exquisite sort of “pressure” in my chest, a warmth around my heart, a glow
that touches every other perception. I can distract myself from it by clinging
on to thoughts and stories and old expectations, like closing my eyes to not
see something ugly. But the moment I remember Love, I can take a deep
breath and it’s right there, just waiting to perceive my world. My eyes perceive
light; my ears perceive sounds; my love perceives… how can I even explain
what love perceives? At this point, it is still beyond words. It burns a little, like
the sun burned my eyes after living in the dark, so I’m taking it slow. But it isn’t
sight or love that hurts; it’s only that we kept it limited for so long.
What will happen when you turn the perception of love upon yourself? What
will you feel, looking through the eyes of love, at you? According to Adamus,
Isis has gone off to the safe space of Theos for a while, to open up the love
within herself. And when she brings it back to Adam here on Earth… well, if you
thought falling in love with a soulmate is amazing, you ain’t seen nothing yet!
“Now these three remain: faith, hope and love. But the greatest of these is
love.” (1 Cor. 13:13)
Faith… kept us going in the darkest caves of life.
Hope… lit the candles to keep us from despair.
Love… this is why we’re here.
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CRIMSON CIRCLE CORE CLASSES

ESSENTIAL MATERIAL FOR LIFE IN THE NEW ENERGY – TAUGHT BY CERTIFIED TEACHERS

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO
ASPECTOLOGY®
SCHOOL

June 9–11, 2017
Bad Honnef, Germany
Brise Baulitz and Gerd Heesen

March 24–26, 2017
Buenos Aires, Argentina
Julio Oliveira

March 3–5, 2017
Campinas, SP, Brazil
Luiz Antonio Viotto

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO
DREAMWALKER™
ASCENSION
TRANSITIONS

March 3–5, 2017
Santa Maria, Brazil
Julio Oliveira
March 10–12, 2017
Cascais, Portugal
Raquel Miranda
March 24–26, 2017
Colombare di Sirmione, Italy
Giuseppina Villa

April 28–30, 2017
Poznan, Poland
Liliana Tough–Wojciechowska

March 24–26, 2017
Syke (near Bremen), Germany
Lutz Nullmeyer and Sigrid Nullmeyer

March 24–26, 2017
Bucharest, Romania
Florin Ilie Mandiuc
April 7–9, 2017
Turku, Finland
Rita Forsberg–Kimura
April 21–23, 2017
Denver, Colorado, United States
Paul Cook
April 21–23, 2017
Poznan, Poland
Liliana Tough–Wojciechowska
April 21–23, 2017
Munich, Germany
Antje Westermann

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

April 7–9, 2017
Rodgau–Hainhausen (near Frankfurt/Main), Germany
Karin Hoyer

DREAMWALKER™
DEATH TRANSITIONS

April 21–23, 2017
Vienna, Austria
Marianne Fürlinger and Heinrich Balatka
April 22–24, 2017
Hamburg, Germany
Angelika Ruppert

March 3–5, 2017
Drammen, Norway
Evy Finjord Heggelund

April 29–May 1, 2017
Bogota, Colombia
Hilda Diaz

March 10–12, 2017
Bucharest, Romania
Lucieta Gavril
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March 17–19, 2017
Milan, Italy
Giuseppina Villa
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September 8–10, 2017
Bad Honnef, Germany
Brise Baulitz

CRIMSON CIRCLE CORE CLASSES

ESSENTIAL MATERIAL FOR LIFE IN THE NEW ENERGY – TAUGHT BY CERTIFIED TEACHERS

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

June 16–18, 2017
Bad Honnef, Germany
Brise Baulitz and Gerd Heesen

DREAMWALKER™
LIFE

SEXUAL ENERGIES
SCHOOL

March 24–26, 2017
La Tour–de–Trême, Fribourg, Switzerland
Jutta Bosch

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

April 5–7, 2017
Bucharest, Romania
Carmen Mihaela Rivalet and Mirela Ghenea

NEW ENERGY
SYNCHROTIZETM

March 3–5, 2017
Bucharest, Romania
Lucieta Gavril and Andrei Tarta–Arsene
March 3–5, 2017
Heerlen, Netherlands
Amy Jecheva and Alice Bara
March 10–12, 2017
Vaasa, Finland
Susanne Nordström and Inkeri Väisänen

June 16–18, 2017
Basel, Switzerland
Jutta Bosch
July 14–16, 2017
Rodgau–Hainhausen, Germany
Karin Hoyer

March 9–12, 2017
Budapest, Hungary
Timea Thomazy

March 10–12, 2017
Milan, Italy
Giuseppina Villa

June 29–July 2, 2017
Bad Honnef, Germany
Brise Baulitz and Gerd Heesen

March 10–12, 2017
Büsum, Schleswig–Holstein, Germany
Angelika Ruppert

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO
CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

JOURNEY OF THE
ANGELS

March 17–19, 2017
Turku, Finland
Rita Forsberg–Kimura and Reetta Lappalainen

DISCOVERING
YOUR PASSION

March 10–12, 2017
Turku, Finland
Rita Forsberg–Kimura
April 24–26, 2017
Poznan, Poland
Liliana Tough–Wojciechowska

March 10–12, 2017
Cluj, Romania
Delia Gaga and Carmen Mihaela Rivalet

March 17–19, 2017
Vienna, Austria
Marianne Fürlinger and Heinrich Balatka

April 22–23, 2017
Svelvik, Norway
Eva Storrusten

March 17–19, 2017
Rodgau near Frankfurt/Main, Germany
Angelika Ziegler and Karin Hoyer
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CRIMSON CIRCLE CORE CLASSES

ESSENTIAL MATERIAL FOR LIFE IN THE NEW ENERGY – TAUGHT BY CERTIFIED TEACHERS

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO
SEXUAL ENERGIES
SCHOOL

March 18–20, 2017
Bogota, Colombia
Hilda Diaz

April 21–23, 2017
La Tour–de–Treme, Switzerland
Jutta Bosch

June 30–July 2, 2017
Newbury, West Berkshire, United Kingdom
Natasa Babnik and Edward Sharp

March 24–26, 2017
Drammen, Norway
Eva Storrusten and Evy Finjord Heggelund

April 21–23, 2017
Sibiu, Romania
Cristian Albeanu and Daniela Gavan

July 7–9, 2017
Munich, Germany
Eva Holzheuer and Kay von Randow

March 24–26, 2017
Basel, Switzerland
Marika Kontuniemi and Heidi Staeheli

April 28–30, 2017
Munich, Germany
Eva Holzheuer and Kay von Randow

August 25–27, 2017
Denver, Colorado, United States
Paul Cook and Susan B Loves

March 24–26, 2017
Mexico City, Mexico
Matilde Monroy and Michele Morayta

April 29–May 1, 2017
Ljubljana, Slovenia
Natasa Babnik and Edward Sharp

March 28–30, 2017
Bucharest, Romania
Presenter unknown

May 12–14, 2017
Bad Honnef near Bonn, Germany
Brise Baulitz and Gerd Heesen

March 31–April 2, 2017
Horsens, Denmark
Anne Soevang

June 10–12, 2017
Sydney, Australia
Jann Morgan and Marisa Calvi

April 7–9, 2017
Athens, Greece
Maria Grigoraki

June 17–19, 2017
Bogota, Colombia
Hilda Diaz
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NEW TRANSLATIONS
Category

Title

Language

Link

Cloud
Class

Wound of Adam

DE,RO,RU

MORE INFO

Cloud
Class

Freedom… Now
What?

LV,RU

MORE INFO

Cloud
Class

Ancestral Freedom

BG,NL,FR,DE,IT,LV,NO,PL,PT,RO,RU,SR

MORE INFO

Cloud
Class

ProGnost 2017

LV,RO,SR

MORE INFO

Cloud
Class

Consciousness
Theater

DK

MORE INFO

Cloud
Class

The Master’s
Life part 3 Embodiment

CZ,NL,DE,HU,IT,LV,NO,PT,RO,RU,SR,ES,UK

MORE INFO

Cloud
Class

The Master’s Life
Part 2 - I Am Here

FR,DE,LV,PL,PT,RO,ES

MORE INFO

Cloud
Class

The Master’s
Life Part 1 Transfiguration

FR,DE,IT,JP,LV,NO,PL,PT,RO,RU,SR,ES

MORE INFO

PSC

Interdimensional
Living

BG,FR,DE,HU,RO,RU,SR,ES

MORE INFO

Intensives 4Es

LV,PL,RO

MORE INFO

Special
Topics

DK,FR,IT,JP,NO,PL,PT,RU,ES

MORE INFO

Battlefields of
Power

DE=German; DK=Danish; ES=Spanish; FI=Finnish; FR=French; GR=Greek; HU=Hungarian; ID=Indonesian; IT=Italian; JP=Japanese;
NL=Dutch; NO=Norwegian; PL=Polish; PT=Portuguese; RO=Romanian; RU=Russian; SL=Slovenian; SR=Serbian; SV–Swedish; TR=Turkish
VIEW THE COMPLETE LIST OF AVAILABLE TRANSLATIONS
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